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ing what translational medicine is[7]. Some researchers
It cost investors 100+ million dollars and scientists almost
define it as the research process from bench-to-bedside in
10 years to investigate the clinical effect of the Infrared
the development of new drugs, devices, and procedures
Laser Therapy for ischemic stroke. But the phase-III clinfor patients, while others view it as translating research
ical trial[1] concluded against the promising results from
into clinical practice. While it may mean different things
the phase I and phase II trials[2,3], and it brutally claimed
to different people, we feel most of us are acceptable with
futility that laser therapy has no effect of improving outcomes for patients with acute ischemic stroke. Due to rapid a “bench-to-bedside T0-T4” approach. In this approach,
novel ideas originate from animal research and are tested
funding withdrawal from the investors, some patient data
in animals first (T0), then it moves from animal to human
and protected health information were jeopardized[4].
stages in a Phase I trial (T1), subsequently, it goes through
During the device development process, over 1000 stroke
Phase II and III trials process (T2) if there is a good signal,
patients at over 100 sites in a dozen countries (including
and it disseminates to the real world practice by health ser122 patients in phase I trial[2], 660 patients in phase II
vice research (T3) accordingly, finally it will be assessed to
trial[3], and 1000 patients in phase III trial supposedly,
see if it actually improves patients outcomes by population
although only 566 patients completed[1]) were enrolled
level outcomes research (T4).
as a global attempt to test the efficacy of the laser therapy
in stroke patients. However, only a few preclinical animal
Dr. Renyu Liu at the University of Pennsylvania creativestudies investigated this laser technology before moving
ly connected a group of research scientists (from T0-T4
to stroke subjects. All this was done without knowing the
stages, from different disciplines, and from different counexact mechanism of laser therapy in stroke recovery[5].
tries) together using social media (Group Wechat, http://
www.wechat.com/en/) for the Journal of the “Translational
What a sad story of translational medicine! So where did
Perioperative and Pain Medicine (TPPM)”[8]. It resulted
the chain break? At the moment, it appears that stroke field
in a heated discussion about perspectives of translational
is a particularly failure for drug development, with over
medicine among about 180 participants under the group
2000 neuro-protective molecules that were promising in
name of TPPM[9]. Several great ideas were exchanged
animal research at one time but all having failed in human
and proposed, and it signified a unique and important step
research. As a result, Stroke Treatment Academic Industry
for a multi-disciplinary, collaborative and global, “benchRoundtable (STAIR)[6] was formed to discuss and adto-bedside” approach for translational medicine.
dress many issues existed in stroke research. Just naming
a few: what is the pathophysiology of stroke? What is the
Today, China, while a developing country, is an active
natural trajectory of stroke recovery? Why does not the
incubator for biomedical research with clustered worldanimal model match with the human stroke model? Why
class, dedicated, and striving investigators. Many T0 stage
do research scientist used young stroke model while stroke
research can be easily initiated in China with collaboragenerally occurs in elderly humans? Why clinical trials are
tive efforts from US counterparts to replicate the results.
so expensive but recruitments are so slow?
When ready, it can be tested in proof-of-concept study,
subsequently in phase II and III in the US where there is a
With numerous lessons of the past, we have to learn and
brainstorm new perspective about how we advance transla- mature system for clinical research. Furthermore, if China
could quickly adopt the Good Clinical Practice for clinical
tional medicine in a systematic way. It begins with defin³
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research, phase II and III trial could be launched in China
taking advantage of large patient populations. The positive
results from clinical trial could be quickly implemented
in clinical practices all over the world thanks to global
marketing efforts to improve patient cares. However, such
an international collaborative effort could be challenging
with issues related to culture differences, language barriers,
intellectual property protection, legal issues with funds
flow, government regulations etc. Input and support from
governments, funding agencies and industries are needed
as well.
We hope, in the future, translational medicine will not be
lost in “translation” with multidisciplinary, collaborative
and global effort.
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